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Grand unified theories open the possibility to transfer the neutrino mixing matrix UPMNS to the
quark sector. This is accomplished in a controlled way in a supersymmetric grand-unified model
proposed by Chang, Masiero and Murayama (CMM model) where the atmospheric neutrino mixing angle induces large new b → s and τ → µ transitions. Relating the supersymmetric low-energy
parameters to seven new parameters a0 , m20 , mg̃ , D, ξ , tan β and arg(µ ) of this SO(10) model, we
perform a correlated study of several flavour-changing neutral current (FCNC) processes. The
CMM model can serve as an alternative benchmark scenario to the popular constraint MSSM.
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1. Introduction
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If the PMNS matrix UPMNS stems from a mixing of these 5-plets, then the corresponding mixing angles should also occur in the charged-lepton sector and right-handed down-quark sector. Especially
the large atmospheric neutrino mixing angle θ23 ≈ 45◦ induces bR → sR and τL → µL transitions.
Whereas mixing of right-handed quark fields in flavour space is unphysical it is not for the corresponding superfields due to the soft breaking terms. Consequently squark-gluino loops can induce
bR → sR transitions. Further slepton-neutralino/sneutrino-chargino loops can induce τ → µ transitions at an observable level. This was the main idea of Moroi and Chang, Masiero and Murayama
in [1, 2]. Similar and related works can be found e.g. in [3, 4]. In [5] we have performed a global
analysis in the CMM model including an extensive renormalization group (RG) analysis to connect
Planck-scale and low-energy parameters. In the next section we sketch the theoretical framework
focusing on the flavour structure.

2. The CMM model – a new benchmark scenario
2.1 Theory
The idea of PMNS-like mixing of down-quark singlets and lepton doublets as discussed above
is encoded in the following SO(10) superpotential:
1
45H 10′H
16H 16H
ij
ij
ij
WYSO(10) = 16i Y1 16 j 10H + 16i Y2 16 j
+ 16i YN 16 j
,
2
2MPl
2MPl

(2.1)

where MPl is the Planck mass, 16i (i = 1, 2, 3) is the SO(10) spinor representation (one matter
field per generation) and 10H , 10′H , 45H and 16H are four Higgs superfields, where 10H contains
the MSSM Hu and 10′H the MSSM Hd . One assumption of the CMM model is that Y1 and YN
are simultaneously diagonalisable which can be achieved through a suitable flavour symmetry at
MPl . This flavour symmetry is broken by the second term in (2.1) with the consequence that the
rotation matrix of the right-handed down-squarks is exactly UPMNS . SUSY is broken flavour blind
at MPl implying universal soft- and trilinear terms. That is, the nonrenormalisable term ∝ Y2 in
2
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Supersymmetric grand unified theories (SUSY GUTs) are popular extensions of the Standard Model (SM). The generic Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) has (too) many
sources of flavour and CP violation which reside in the soft breaking terms. Contrarily, in the
minimal flavour violating (MFV) version of the MSSM large effects in the flavour sector can only
appear in very few processes, such as b → sγ . SUSY GUTs can lie somewhere in between. The
unification of quarks and leptons into symmetry multiplets implies additional relations between
SM parameters and correlation between the flavour mixing. Let’s consider SU(5) multiplets:
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the superpotential contains the whole flavour structure, its diagonalisation involves the PMNS and
CKM matrices (up to rephasings). The symmetry breaking chain reads
h16H i,h16H i
h45H i
h10H i,h10′H i
→ SU(3)C × U(1)em ,
SO(10) −−−−−−−→ SU(5) −−−→ GSM −−−−−−−
h45H i

(2.2)

and the right-handed down squark mass matrix at the low scale reads


m2d˜(MZ ) = diag m2d˜1 , m2d˜1 , m2d˜1 (1 − ∆d˜) ,

(2.4)

where ∆d˜ ∈ [0, 1] defines the relative mass splitting between the 1st /2nd and 3rd down-squark generation. It is generated by RG effects of the top Yukawa coupling and can easily reach 0.4. If we
rotate to mass eigenstate basis and diagonalise Yd the neutrino mixing enters m2D̃ :

1
0
0


m2D̃ = UD m2d˜UD† = m2d˜1  0 1 − 21 ∆d˜ − 12 ∆d˜eiξ  .
0 − 21 ∆d˜e−iξ 1 − 21 ∆d˜


(2.5)

Consequently, the 23-entry ∝ ∆d˜ is responsible for b̃R − s̃R -mixing and exactly here a new CP
phase ξ enters that affects Bs −Bs mixing. Note that there are zeros in the 12- and 13-entries, thus
no effects in K−K and Bd −Bd mixing appear. This is due to the degeneracy of the first two squark
generation and the assumed tribimaximal structure of UPMNS .
2.2 Comparison with CMSSM/mSUGRA
Only seven parameters of the CMM model are relevant for our analysis: the universal scalar
soft mass m0 and trilinear coupling a0 at the Planck scale, the gluino mass mg̃ , the D-term mass
splitting D, the phase of µ , the phase ξ and tan β (but 2.7 . tan β . 10). We did a comprehensive
RG evolution to relate Planck-scale inputs to a set of low-energy inputs: the masses of ũR and d˜R
of the first generations mũ1 , md˜1 , the 11-element of the trilinear coupling of the down squarks ad1 ,
mg̃ , arg µ , ξ and tan β . We evolve these parameters twice from Mew to MPlanck and back to Mew to
find all particle masses and MSSM couplings.
The minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) scenario or its popular variant, the constraint MSSM
(CMSSM), has – similar to the CMM model – only a few input parameters. But the philosophy is
somewhat different: the CMSSM minimises flavour violation in an ad-hoc way and assumes flavour
3
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which gives naturally small tan β . Then Y1 gives masses to up-type fermions, Y2 to down-type
fermions and YN to right-handed Majorana neutrinos. We want to stress that flavour physics observables depend very weakly on the details of the Higgs potential which was not specified in the
original paper [2]. But our results motivate further work on the Higgs potential.
The key ingredient for the flavour structure is the following: In a weak basis with diagonal
up-type Yukawa matrix we have


yd 0 0


⋆
∗
Yd = Yℓ⊤ = VCKM
UD = UPMNS
diag(1, eiξ , 1)
(2.3)
 0 ys 0  UD ,
0 0 yb
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generic MSSM

mSUGRA/CMSSM

CMM model

≈ 120 parameters

4 parameters & 1 sign
minimize flavour
violation ad-hoc

7 input parameters

SUSY flavour & CP problem
no universality

universality at MGUT

quarks & leptons unrelated
Problem: suppress large
cannot explain current
effects elsewhere
flavour data (e.g. φs )

clear flavour structure
universality at MPl
but broken at MGUT
quark-lepton-interplay
can fit φs and small
effects in 1st/2nd gen.

universality at the GUT scale with quark and lepton flavour structures being unrelated. However
the CMM model has a clear flavour structure different from MFV and universality is already broken
at MGUT . Furthermore due to this free phase ξ , one can fit the Bs −Bs mixing phase φs to the data.
Also the particle spectrum is quite different between the CMSSM and the CMM model (mainly due
to the large mass splitting ∆d˜). This comparison is summarized in tab. 1. Hence the CMM model
could serve as a new benchmark model: it is well-motivated, has only seven input parameters and
it is a very predictive alternative to the well-studied CMSSM.
2.3 Phenomenology
mg̃3 = 500 GeV, sgn(µ ) = +1, tan β = 6

• black: m2f˜ < 0, unstable vacuum
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Figure 1: Correlation of FCNC processes as a function of Mq̃ (MZ ) (degenerate squark mass of first two
generations) and ad1 (MZ )/Mq̃ (MZ ) for mg̃ (MZ ) = 500 GeV and sgn(µ ) = +1 with tan β = 6.

We did a global analysis of flavour observables where we expected large CMM effects, namely
Bs −Bs mixing, b → sγ and τ → µγ . Moreover we included vacuum stability bounds, lower bounds
on sparticle masses and the mass of the lightest Higgs boson. The result is shown in fig. 1. The
flavour effects are proportional to ∆d˜ and maximized for small tan β . However, the Higgs mass
constraint excludes too small values for tan β . With ξ we can accommodate a large φs while simul4
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Table 1: Comparison between the generic MSSM, mSUGRA/CMSSM and the CMM model
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taneously fulfilling all other experimental constraints. The branching ratio BR(Bs → µ + µ − ) does
not get large CMM effects because tan β is small. Realistic GUTs involve dimension-5 Yukawa
terms to fix the relation Yd = Yℓ⊤ for the 1st and 2nd generation. Consequently we do not only get
bR → sR but also bR → dR and dR → sR transition. This has been worked out in [6] and is strongly
constraint by K−K mixing. Similar constraints can be found from µ → eγ [7].

3. Conclusion
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SUSY GUTs are theoretical well-motivated scenarios with correlations between hadronic and
leptonic observables. If large CP violation in Bs −Bs mixing is confirmed we need physics beyond
the CMSSM and mSUGRA. We advertise the CMM model where the large atmospheric neutrino
mixing angle θ23 ≈ 45◦ induces b − s- and τ − µ -transitions as an alternative benchmark scenario.
We did an extensive RG analysis of the CMM model relating several observables (Bs −Bs mixing,
b → sγ , τ → µγ , mh , vacuum stability bounds and lower bounds on sparticle masses) to seven new
input parameters beyond those of the SM. Due to a free phase ξ we can adjust CP violation in
Bs −Bs mixing while at the same time getting only minor effects in 2 → 1 and 3 → 1 transitions.

